
    A Message from the Supervisor of  

English Language Arts Literacy, K-5, & Libraries, K-8  

  

    
Dear Parents,  
  

While summer comes and goes more quickly than most of us would prefer, the summer season seems “endless” to a child.  During 

this time, reading will help to keep skills sharp so that students will return to school in September fully equipped to meet the challenges of 

the new school year.  Research shows that a child’s current level of achievement can be maintained by reading quality literature over the 

summer months, thus avoiding the “summer slide.”         
  

As part of our efforts to assist with maintaining and hopefully increasing reading skills and comprehension, our K-5 students participate 

in a summer reading program entitled Summer Smart!  While students are strongly encouraged to read as many books as possible, the 

book titles and projects for this particular grade level are to focus on the theme of “Heritage.”  Expectations for the 5th grade program are 

outlined within the following pages.   
  

Your child’s reading level should always be considered when choosing titles, so be sure that the books that are chosen can be read 

with little difficulty.  Please note that we have a long-standing established relationship with the Ocean Township Public Library where most 

if not all of these book titles can be found as well as help in choosing the right books for your child.      
  

Having your child participate in oral, silent, and shared reading activities are practices that will prove invaluable to your child’s success 

in the upcoming school year.  Please join us in our efforts by providing your child with numerous opportunities to share the joy of reading 

over the summer months!    

                           Mrs. Eleanor A. Hughes    

               Supervisor  



   

Summer Smart! 

Summer Reading Program   

                       

     

  

  

  

“There’s nothing quite like a good book!” 

  

  
  
  



  

SUMMER SMART!  

4th Grade into 5th Grade Program—Books on “Heritage”  

  

  

Over the years in school, your child has been learning how to apply good reading strategies to what is read 

in order to increase comprehension.  Research has shown that frequent reading increases comprehension and 

improves vocabulary as well as other communication skills; and it has also shown that participation in a summer 

reading program keeps learned skills sharp so that the literacy demands of the upcoming school year can be met 

with increased confidence and success!       

    

The expectations for the 4th Grade into 5th Grade SUMMER SMART! Summer Reading Program are that 

your child will read one book from the list of titles supplied below, all of which focus on the theme of “Heritage.” 

In June, your child was given a graphic organizer (scroll down to view/print) that must be completed by the first 

day of school in September.  If you are unable to find a copy of your book choice at the public library, additional 

copies of the listed titles will be available on a sign-out basis at the Grade 5 office at the Township of Ocean 

Intermediate School.   
  

We hope that your child will have numerous opportunities to experience many hours of reading enjoyment 

over the summer vacation!    

 
  

  



  

  

  

  

 

BOOKS ON HERITAGE  

 

 

 

  

  



 

Summer Smart!  

Book Titles on “Heritage” for 

4th Grade into 5th Grade   

  

The following books all focus on the theme of “Heritage” and are written on various reading levels.    

Choose one of these books and complete the graphic organizer provided. 
  

*Don't Tell the Girls by Patricia Reilly Giff   

  

*Jim Thorpe—There’s No Such Thing As Can’t by Michael Schuman  

  

Inside Out & Back Again by Thanhha Lai  

  

The Birchbark House by Louise Erdrich   

  

Tall Story by Candy Gourlay  

  

kira-kira by Cynthia Kadohata   

  

Esperanza Rising by Pam Munoz Ryan  

  

The Journal of Jesse Smoke—A Cherokee Boy by Joseph Bruchac  

 



 

 

(continued)  

  

  

Freedom’s Wings:  Corey’s Underground Railroad Diary by Sharon Dennis Wyeth  

  

The Girl Who Chased Away Sorrow:  The Diary of Sarah Nita, A Navajo Girl by Ann Turner  

  

Books from the Alvin Ho series (Reading Level:  3.0-4.0    Lexile score:  560-600)  

  

When Heaven Fell by Carolyn Marsden (Reading Level:  4.6    Lexile score:  710)  

  

Sugar by Jewell Parker Rhodes (Reading Level:  3.5    Lexile score:  430)  

  

Hope and Tears:  Ellis Island Voice by Gwenyth Swain (Reading Level:  3.6    Lexile score:  

780)   

 
  

*Non-fiction titles indicated by an asterisk  
  

  

        

  

  



  

  

  

 
    

Heritage  

   

Print out the two pages that follow and complete them by the first 

day of school in September.    



  

Name:  _____________________________             Title:  ______________________________  

                                                                                    Author:  ____________________________    

  

This paper should be completed by the first day of school.  If you need additional space, you may 

write or type your responses on a separate sheet of paper.  
  

 

Theme- What is the message of the story?    

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________  
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The  setting  is when and where the story  

takes place.   

What is the setting of this  story ?   

________________________________ 
________________________________ 
________________________________ 

_____________________________ ___ 
________________________________ 

________________________________   

  

Pick two main  characters    from the story.  List the traits that would  

describe  each   character and provide evidence from the text that  
would support each trait.   

Character’s Name   Trait   Evidence from the  

Text   

Incl ( ude page #’s)   

  
  

  

  
  
  

  
  

  

  
  

  

  

  
  
  

  
  
  
  

  
  

    

Problem - 

________________________________ 
_____________________________ ___ 
________________________________ 

_________   

Solution - 

________________________________ 
________________________________ 

________________________________ 

_________   

Plot - Major Events in the Story   

1 .     
  

2 .    
  

3.   
  

4.   

  

5.   

  



Common Character Traits 

  

adventurous  dependable  observant  

ambitious  determined  patient  

bold  generous  reliable  

courageous  honest  selfish  

courteous  loyal  sincere  

curious  mischievous  unselfish  

  

  

  

Common Themes in Books  

   

You will find that many books include a theme, or lesson, that is revealed as you read the story.  

Below are common themes you will find in your books.    

Acceptance  These books have characters who respect & accept others' 

differences and beliefs.  

Courage  These books have brave characters who have the strength 

to overcome a fear or accept a risk.  

Perseverance  These books have characters who never give up even when 

facing difficult times.  

Cooperation  These books have characters who work together to solve a 

problem or achieve a goal.  

Compassion  These books have characters who want to make those who 

are suffering feel better.  

Honesty  These books have characters who find that it is best to 

always tell the truth.  

Kindness  These books have friendly characters who are generous and 

considerate of others.  

Loyalty  These books have characters who trust each other and 

never turn their backs on their friends.  

  

Theme is the message, or lesson, that the author wants you to learn from the story.  Ask yourself the 

following questions:  What did the characters learn?  How did the characters grow or change?  Why 

did the characters act this way?    
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